L the txt identity matrix and η a specially constructed ίx(r-ί) matrix. We will show that Theorem 5.1 of [1] can be salvaged if 7 is replaced by aη for a suitable a G F. It will be convenient to denote G(ί)(I + aM)) by G(a). As in [1] , K is a subfield of F, finitely generated over F, such that K ® F D = M r (B) , where B is a central K division algebra and FB -C. The matrix 7 has rows that are independent over K. Write 7 = Σβ % d τ with βi G Q p , d t G D, and let the subfield of F generated by K and {$} be denoted as K'. Other notation and conventions used here are as in [1] .
LEMMA 2. Let a G F be transcendental over K'. Denote e a = Then:
The proofs of (a) and (b) are the same as in Lemma 4.4 of [1] , and (c) follows from (b) by Lemma 1.
To justify Theorem 5.1 of [1] , it suffices to show that there exists a G F,
Several more lemmas will lead to the existence of α.
However, such an inclusion is impossible. In fact, (b) The structure theorem for torsion free Zp-modules of finite rank implies that G = Z p <g> G = L(G) Θ M, where M is a free Z p -module of finite rank. Consequently, φ(G) = φ(M) is a finitely generated, torsion free Z p -module. Therefore, φ{G) is also a finitely generated torsion free module, hence free. It follows that φ{G) is isomorphic to a direct summand of G, so that φ(G) = 0 by (a). Finally, 0 = 0, because QG = D.
The following notation will be useful. 
Proof. By Proposition 2.8 of [1], φ € QE{G(af)) if and only if φ(D{I + afM)) C ί)(/ + α/M). Since ^ is Q p -linear and / + afM is idempotent, this condition is equivalent to φ{d(I + afM))(I + afM) = φ{d{I + afM)) for all deD.
That is, 
